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Reported number of violent rapes  and sexual assaults average  per month
 20,275
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2007 Average Monthly Number of Reported 
Rape Victims, Rape Arrests, Prostitution 

Arrests  vs. Suspected Incidents of Human 
Trafficking

According to the 2016 Human Trafficking 
table, there were 1,007 cases of sex 

trafficking reported, of which 595 were  
‘cleared’/ 49 were minors

for all other stats, please see the various
spreadsheets in this document 

for 2016 

5,460 x $3,652= $19,939,920 average spent  
per month [based on the 1987 estimate
 $2,000 cost per arrest for prostitution  

adjusted for inflation in 2007]
Annual cost of prostitution arrests estimate:

$239,279,040
If the government really believed that human trafficking was as 
significant a problem as they claim, why would they continue to 

arrest consenting adults engaging in commercial sex rather than use 
that money to find and assist those human trafficking victims?

Monthly average stats based on the following  annual statistics reported:
702 yearly suspected human trafficking cases (1229 /21 mo. = 58.52 mo x12 )
70 confirmed cases (@10% of 1229 = 122.9 /21 mo= 5.8 mo x 12= 70.22)
243,300 reported rapes sexual assaults (243,300 /12 mo= 20,275)
18,925 arrests for rape (18,925 / 12= 1,577 mo)
65,521 arrests for prostitution ( 65,521/ 12= 5,460 mo)
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PLEASE NOTE: The stats on this page were not updated to the 2016 FBI stats. Please feel free to go to the sections where the 2016 updated rapes/ prostitution 
arrests etc. are posted and do the math for yourself.




